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Hypersonic flows with discrete oblique surface
roughness and their stability properties
By G. Groskopf†, M. J. Kloker†, K. A. Stephani‡, O. Marxen
A N D G. Iaccarino
Laminar hypersonic boundary-layer flows deformed by an asymmetrically placed discrete surface roughness about half the boundary-layer thickness high are investigated
applying the compressible bi-global linear stability theory (B-LST) in flow crossplanes.
Non-perfect gas properties such as variable chemical composition, heat capacity, thermal conductivity, or thermal energy relaxation are included. The steady base flows are
extracted from spatial direct numerical simulations (DNS) for reacting and non-reacting
air, accounting for chemical as well as thermal nonequilibrium. Rarefaction effects are
considered based on direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC). Roughness setup and flow
configuration follow the STS-119 flight experiment with an obliquely placed fence-type
trip element. A cold-flow non-reacting gas case and a hot-flow reacting gas case are considered. Local and integral growth of instabilities in the wake of the roughness element
is compared for cold and hot hypersonic flow.

1. Introduction
For atmospheric (re-)entry as well as sustained hypersonic flight, drag and heat load of
the vehicle significantly depend on the state of the boundary layer. Therefore, it is essential to understand the causes for the transition of the boundary layer from laminar flow
to turbulence. Nowadays emphasis is put on the influence of discrete three-dimensional
roughness elements on transition. In addition to the experimental approach, see, e.g., the
STS-119 flight experiment or the work of Casper et al. (2008), there is the possibility of
direct numerical simulation, see, e.g., Marxen & Iaccarino (2008), Birrer et al. (2008),
and Stephani et al. (2010), or a theoretical analysis of the flow, see, e.g., Choudhari et al.
(2008). The latter method aims at investigating the disturbance growth, whereas the
former often delivers only steady base flows without simulation of instabilities because
this is more demanding.
Groskopf et al. (2008) investigated the influence of discrete three-dimensional roughness in a symmetric setup at wind tunnel conditions by applying their B-LST code
BIGSTAB for two-dimensional eigenfunctions in crossplanes of the flow. The wall-normal
and spanwise shear layers induce enhanced growth of first-mode boundary-layer instabilities, which results in earlier transition of the flow. One of the identified unstable
eigenmodes was convincingly confirmed by an unsteady DNS, see Groskopf et al. (2010).
The horseshoe vortices play only a minor role for the investigated cases with a roughness
height of half the undisturbed boundary-layer thickness, in accordance with the results of
Bartkowicz et al. (2010). Horseshoe vortices cause bypass transition for element heights
in the order of or greater than the undisturbed boundary-layer thickness, whereas the
flow is subject to enhanced instability for lower heights.
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For the Space Shuttle a protruding gap filler between tiles is a problem, see Stephani
et al. (2010). Here the setup is based on a slender, fence-like roughness element that is
placed obliquely with respect to the oncoming flow. The oblique configuration is expected
to cause a stronger destabilization of the flow owing to the relative dominance of one
of the developing vortices. Even a strong high-frequency instability leading to sudden
transition seems possible, cf. the work of Bonfigli & Kloker (2007) for crossflow vortices.
For hot flows the analysis must account for the effects of variable gas composition and
properties. As far as is known to the authors stability theory including these effects has
been applied only to two-dimensional high-speed flows, see, e.g., Bertolotti (1998), Malik
& Anderson (1991), and Hudson et al. (1996). In Birrer et al. (2008) the B-LST solver
based on the calorically perfect gas assumption is applied to a chemically reacting flow
assuming that the growth of an eigenmode is strongly dominated by the gas model applied in the base-flow computation. This assumption is supported by Dietrich (2009) who
applied the calorically and the thermally perfect gas model for the perturbations in a
B-LST analysis of the chemical equilibrium flow of Birrer et al. (2008) and a Mach-4 adiabatic flat-plate boundary layer with a freestream temperature of 250K. The deviations
in maximum growth rates do not exceed 3% in both cases.

2. Bi-global linear stability theory
2.1. Governing equations
The B-LST is based on the compressible three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, formulated with primitive variables: ~
q = [ρ u v w T ]T with density ρ, velocity components
in directions x (streamwise, u), y (wall-normal, v), z (spanwise, w), and temperature T .
The flow variables are split into steady base flow (index 0) and unsteady perturbation
(superscript ′ ): Φ(x, y, z, t) = Φ0 (x, y, z) + Φ′ (x, y, z, t). The usual assumptions and requirements for (primary) linear stability theory apply. Specifics of the bi-global approach
in the y-z-plane are as follows. A more detailed description of the derivation can be found
in Groskopf et al. (2008).
• v0 6= 0 is allowed as long as it does not contribute to boundary-layer growth. Hence
the mean value or, in spanwise Fourier-spectral space, the zeroth mode of v0 has to be
zero.
• In the modal perturbation ansatz ~q′ (x, y, z, t) = ~qˆ(y, z) · ei(αx−ωt) , ~qˆ(y, z) is the complex two-dimensional amplitude distribution; α and ω describe the spatial wavenumber
in x-direction and the frequency, respectively.
The calorically and thermally perfect gas models, including the bulk viscosity, have
been implemented in the B-LST solver. The influence of chemical reactions, causing an
additional pressure dependence of the gas properties, and vibrational energy relaxation
are neglected in the linearized perturbation equations. Still these effects have a significant,
albeit indirect, influence on the flow-stability calculations that rely on steady base-flow
computations including these real-gas phenomena. As instabilities in hypersonic flows exhibit very high frequencies, chemical reactions involved in atmosperic (re-)entry may be
too inert to follow the fast changes induced by the perturbations. Therefore, the chemical
composition of the base-flow will be frozen for the stability analysis simplifying the gas
model for the linearized perturbation equations to a mixture of fixed composition exhibiting sole temperature dependence in its gas properties. Thus, the perturbations of these
quantities can be reduced to the temperature perturbation legitimating the thermally
perfect approach. In the B-LST rotational energy relaxation is approximated using the
bulk viscosity, see Bertolotti (1998), thus avoiding the need of introducing a rotational
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temperature. The rotational energy relaxation becomes relevant for high magnitudes of
second velocity derivatives. In hypersonic flows, the dominant instabilities are waves of
high wavenumbers featuring high magnitudes of second derivatives. The damping effect
of rotational as well as vibrational energy relaxation on disturbance growth has been
shown by Linn & Kloker (2010) conducting unsteady DNS. The consideration of vibrational energy relaxation is bound to the introduction of a vibrational temperature. In
terms of the perturbations in the stability equations this phenomenon shall be excluded
here.
2.2. Numerics and discretization
Eighth-order finite differences are used to compute the derivatives of base flow as well
as perturbations on arbitrary structured flow-crossplane grids. Reduced-order differences
are implemented near non-periodic boundaries. Grid resolution is increased near large
base-flow gradients and typically 91 grid points in wall-normal and up to 110 points in
spanwise direction are used for the B-LST analysis.
The resulting linear eigenvalue problem for the temporal approach (α = αr ,
ω = ωr + i · ωi ) is solved using the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method (IRAM) provided by the Arnoldi Package [ARPACK, see Lehoucq et al. (1998)]. Spatial eigenvalues
(α = αr + i · αi while ω = ωr ) are obtained by either Gaster’s relation or an iteration
of the general solution as ωi → 0. In most cases, applying the transformation has been
found sufficient because the additional computational cost of the iteration usually does
not justify the minor gain of accuracy.
The eigenmode tracking is based on the eigenfunction’s amplitude shape. A slight
variation of αr for eigenmode tracking in streamwise-wavenumber space or x-position of
the analyzed crossplane for tracking in streamwise direction results in a slightly different
eigenfunction. By comparing the new amplitude distributions to the known eigenfunction,
the corresponding eigenvalue can be identified from the new spectrum and serves as the
basis for the next tracking step.
Computations have been run on a NEC SX-9 vector computer at the High Performance
Computing Center (HPCC) in Stuttgart, Germany, in single-CPU mode employing max.
128 GB RAM.
2.3. Boundary conditions
Base flow as well as perturbation quantities are assumed to be periodic in z. Wall-normal
boundary conditions for the base flow are prescribed by the steady solution extracted
from DNS. Velocity and temperature perturbations are set to zero at the wall. In the
freestream all perturbations are assumed to vanish.

3. Steady base flows
3.1. Roughness configuration and flow conditions
As shown in Fig. 1 results are compared for two roughness configurations: oblique fencelike elements and symmetric square elements. Symmetric square elements were previously
considered by Groskopf et al. (2008), but with half the roughness width. For details on
setup and flow conditions see Tables 1 and 2. The chosen sz ensures that the setups
represent isolated discrete roughness elements. The height of the roughness k equals 0.5
thermal boundary-layer thicknesses δTu of the unperturbed flow at that position. Larger
roughness-element width in combination with a larger spanwise spacing makes this setup
computationally more demanding than that of Groskopf et al. (2008).
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Figure 1. Sketch of the investigated roughness settings: (a) oblique and (b) symmetric case.
Element dimensions b and e, spanwise spacing sz , and rotation angle ψ correspond to Table 1.
(c) Frontview of rounded-edge version of oblique roughness looking downstream.

case

e

b

oblique
4δTu δTu
symmetric 4δTu 4δTu

sz /e
4
4

k

ψ

0.5δTu 45◦
0.5δTu 45◦

Table 1. Overview of settings for the investigated roughness configurations. Symbols refer to
Fig. 1.

case Re P re κe M ae
cold 105 0.71 1.4
hot 105 0.71 1.3

4.8
6.0

Te∗

u∗e

55.4K 717 m
s
4000K 9658 m
s

ReδT ,rough Tw condition
2 · 104
2 · 104

adiabatic
radiative equilibrium
(=radiation adiabatic)

Table 2. Overview of flow parameters.

Owing to restrictions of the numerical methods used for the base-flow computations
(see Section 3.2) the comparison of these two configurations for the cold-flow conditions is
done using roughness elements with sharp edges. For the comparison of cold- and hot-flow
conditions, the edges of the oblique roughness element are rounded, see Fig. 1 (c).
The Reynolds number based on the reference length L∗ is Re = 105 . Thus, for the cold
kg
m
∗
−6 N s
∗
flow ρ∗e L∗ = 5.0 · 10−4 m
2 with µe = 3.49 · 10
m2 and ue = 717.23 s . Corresponding to
the above conditions, the roughness element is located at x = 15.0 or Rx = 1225.
For the hot case the heat flux from the flow to the wall is compensated by the radiation
from the wall to the fluid, resulting in zero heat flux through the wall. The gas model
comprises chemical reactions of air and is capable of handling chemical nonequilibrium.
Furthermore rotational as well as vibrational energy relaxation are considered.
3.2. Numerical methods
To ensure the quality of the stability calculations, accurate steady base flows are required,
demanding a careful temporal as well as spatial convergence study in computing the
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flowfield. As a preliminary assessment, results obtained from a number of different baseflow codes are compared.
The commercial CFD solver FLUENT, ANSYS, Inc. (2008) is used for the cold-case
base-flow computations. This finite-volume code capable of handling unstructured grids
is second-order accurate. These results are compared with those obtained by the NAG3D
code (see Sec. 3.2.1). For the hot case the base-flow computation within the continuum
regime is based on NASA’s DPLR code (Data Parallel Line Relaxation method for the
Navier-Stokes equations, see Sec. 3.2.2). Rarefaction effects can be taken into account
applying the DSMC Analysis Code (DAC, see Sec. 3.2.3).
3.2.1. NAG3D method
The NAG3D algorithm is described in Marxen & Iaccarino (2008) and Nagarajan
et al. (2003). Solutions to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (written in nondimensional form) are obtained, applying sixth-order compact finite-differences together
with explicit Runge-Kutta time-stepping of third order. The numerical discretization is
constructed on a structured, curvilinear grid using staggered variables. Second derivatives are computed by applying the first derivative twice, but due to the staggering, the
accuracy is equivalent to a direct computation. The code has recently been extended to
three-dimensional grid-transformation capability. Furthermore, a shock-capturing scheme
based on the bulk viscosity has been implemented.
3.2.2. DPLR method
The Data Parallel Line Relaxation (DPLR) method for solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations is primarily used to solve re-entry flow problems [see Stephani et al. (2010)]
in short handling time. In this work, all flowfields generated with DPLR were solved
as steady-state solutions, allowing for relatively large time steps. A third-order upwindbiased MUSCL Steger-Warming scheme with a minmod flux limiter is used for the extrapolation of the Euler fluxes in the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions. The
eigenvalue limiter values were chosen to avoid additional dissipation within the boundary
layer.
The boundary-layer edge conditions pertaining to each of the cases examined are outlined in Table 3. The cold-flow cases were modeled using Park’s two-species air (N2 , O2 )
model. Species mass diffusion fluxes were approximated using the self-consistent effective binary diffusion (SCEBD) model, and the Yos approximate mixing rule model was
used to determine the mixture viscosity and thermal conductivity coefficients. The hotflow cases were modeled using Park’s five-species air (N2 , O2 , N O, N, O) model assuming
finite-rate chemistry. Both rotational and vibrational thermal nonequilibrium are considered in these cases. Species mass diffusion fluxes and the viscosity and thermal conductivity coefficients were again modeled using the SCEBD model and Yos approximate
mixing rule model, respectively.
The freestream conditions, roughness location along the plate and roughness height
were selected for each case so as to maintain consistency in the nominal values of the
dimensionless parameters ReδT = 2.0 · 104 and k/δT = 0.5 across all flow regimes (with
the exception of the hybrid solution).
The detailed flowfield solution in the region of the roughness was generated in two
steps. First, a two-dimensional flat-plate boundary-layer solution was obtained, and the
appropriate roughness location along the plate was determined according to the dimensionless parameters criteria as discussed above. The boundary-layer flowfield quantities
were then extracted from the flat-plate solution to serve as the inflow boundary condition
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Me
Te [K]
pe [P a]
ReδT
δT [m]
k/δT
Tw

DPLR (cold)
DPLR (hot)
Hybrid (DPLR/DSMC)
5.3
6.03
2.77
55.0
4040.0
4060.0
1040
2435
2461
2.3 · 104
1.3 · 104
9.39 · 102
2.6 · 10−3
2.03 · 10−1
1.61 · 10−2
0.38
0.40
0.40
rad. equil. rad. equil./isothermal
rad. equil

Table 3. Flow conditions examined in DPLR and hybrid simulations.

to a smaller, more detailed three-dimensional solution near the roughness. Both radiative
equilibrium and isothermal boundary conditions (with Tw fixed to Tre of the plate at the
roughness position) were imposed at the solid surface in order to examine the effects of
the wall thermal boundary condition on the stability of the flow. However, the difference
in the two wall conditions was negligible, so only the radiative equilibrium results are
presented, with the emissivity of the surface set to ǫ = 0.8.
3.2.3. DSMC method
To examine the effects of rarefaction on this problem, solutions are obtained using a
hybrid of two codes, DAC and DPLR. DAC uses DSMC method to simulate rarefied gas
environments, and was developed at NASA-JSC.
The flowfield properties in the near-field region of the roughness gained by DPLR
are used to generate the boundary conditions required for the detailed hybrid solution.
The hybrid interface is formed by first extracting macroscopic quantities generated from
the Navier-Stokes solution in a plane of data that is coincident with the hybrid interface
plane. DSMC simulations require an initialization of the particle thermal velocities; this is
generally achieved by utilizing either a volume reservoir or surface reservoir approach. In
this work we employ a nonequilibrium surface reservoir approach for particle generation
within a boundary layer. The surface reservoir approach may be thought of as a surface
that emits randomly distributed particles at a rate that is consistent with the fluid density
and temperature.
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Comparison of oblique and symmetric roughness setup for cold-flow conditions
Figure 2 shows a top view of the vortex structures in the base flows of the two roughness
configurations with sharp edges computed with FLUENT for the cold-flow conditions.
The most outer horseshoe and main vortices are pairwise counter-rotating on each side
of the streamwise symmetry line. The main vortices originate from the flow around the
outer edges of the elements. A comparatively weak inner pair of vortices forms directly
behind the roughness element, over the separation zone. Their formation can be explained
by the upward deflection of fluid right at the symmetry plane. Remarkably the inner and
the main vortices are co-rotating. Because the spanwise distance between them is small
they weaken each other, which results in the extinction of the weaker ones.
Because of asymmetry in the oblique case, one of the inner vortices disappears while
the one behind the leading edge of the roughness is strengthened through the stronger
crossflow. This vortex reaches far beyond the end of the recirculation zone and exerts
an increased influence on the flowfield in the wake of the roughness. The leading-edge
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Figure 2. Top view of vortex structures in the wake of the roughness element visualized by
three-dimensional isosurfaces of the Q-criterion (Q = 0.02) for the two investigated configurations: (a) oblique and (b) symmetric case. HVP, MVP, and IVP indentify the horseshoe, main,
and inner vortex pair, respectively. The shading indicates the rotation sense based on streamwise
vorticity. Looking downstream clockwise rotation sense is indicated by gray, counter-clockwise
rotation by black shading. The meshed isosurface shows the dimension of the recirculation zones
(u < 0). Thick dashed lines show the borders of the roughness elements.
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Figure 3. Contours of streamwise velocity u for (a) oblique and (b) symmetric roughness
configuration at x = 18.0 (left) and x = 38.0 (right). Thin solid lines represent isolines of u
beginning with u = 0.1 near the wall and ending with u = 0.95. Shading refers to a Q-criterion
isosurface visualizing the streamwise vortices. Colors shows the rotation sense of the vortices:
clockwise (gray) and counter-clockwise (black). Thick solid lines show the roughness geometry
when looking downstream.

main vortex is strongest, however, and dominates the downstream flow development. The
imbalance between the main vortices leads to crossflow-vortex-like overturning near the
low-speed streak shown in Fig. 3. This overturning is delayed, however, in the near wake
by the single inner vortex.
Figure 4 shows the footprint of the flows and does not reveal the number of involved
streamwise vortices. Though the traces of the high-speed streaks formed between the
main and horseshoe vortices can clearly be observed, wall features of the inner vortices
cannot be seen. The inner vortices cannot be seen for either roughness configuration
because of their comparatively large height above the wall. Note also that the main
vortices downstream the roughness are stronger than the wall footprint suggests. The
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Figure 4. Wall-normal streamwise velocity gradient
for the two investigated roughness
configurations: (a) oblique and (b) symmetric case.
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Figure 5. Contours of streamwise velocity u for (a) hot-, (b) cold-flow conditions downstream
of the rounded-edge roughness element, (c) cold-flow conditions downstream of the sharp-edge
roughness element at x − xrough = 50k (equals x = 20.0 for the cold-flow cases). HV, MV, and
IV indentify the horseshoe, main, and inner vortex, respectively. See caption of Fig. 3 for further
details.

wall shear decreases not only because of vortex weakening but also through vortex lift
up.
3.3.2. Comparison of hot- and cold-flow conditions for oblique roughness setup
Figure 5 (a) and (b) compare the flow behind the oblique, rounded-edge roughness
element for hot and cold conditions computed with DPLR (see Sec. 3.2.2). In the hot
flow the single inner vortex is located closer to the wall than in the cold flow and,
therefore, it can be seen in the flow’s footprint (Fig. 6). This vortex causes unexpectedly
strong wall-normal and spanwise gradients (see again Fig. 5). Thus, stronger instability
can be expected. However, stability is also influenced by the wall-temperature condition.
The hot flow is exposed to a radiatively cooled wall, and wall cooling is known to stabilize
first-mode instabilities in hypersonic flat-plate flow.
A comparison of crosscuts for rounded- and sharp-edge roughness configuration under
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Figure 6. Contours of skin friction coefficient normalized by smooth-wall value (here: value at
the lateral domain boundary) comparing hot-flow (top) and cold-flow (bottom) DPLR solutions
of the oblique rounded-edge roughness geometry.

cold-flow conditions [see Fig. 5 (b) and (c)] reveals that for the rounded-edge roughness
the high-speed streak downstream of the trailing edge (the right one in both figures) is
much less pronounced. This side’s pair of main and horseshoe vortices is weak compared
with the sharp-edge configuration. The weak vortices cannot be seen in Fig. 5 (b) because
the chosen value for the Q-criterion, indeed appropriate to visualize the remaining vortices, is too large to uncover the pair. The less pronounced streak can be expected to alter
the stability behavior significantly compared with the sharp-edge roughness configuration
under the same flow conditions, albeit only locally in the crossplane.
3.3.3. Comparison of rarefied and non-rarefied hot flow for oblique roughness setup
The primary objective of the hybrid computation was to understand the effects of
rarefaction on the details of the flow in the region near the surface roughness. Toward
this end, it is important to examine the quality of the hybrid solution leading up to the
region of the roughness to ensure that any differences in the DPLR and hybrid solutions
are the result of the rarefaction effects introduced by the presence of the roughness and
not to differences in the baseline solutions. Profiles of flowfield data were extracted in the
wall-normal direction upstream of the roughness in both the DPLR and hybrid domains,
and comparison of the quantities showed very good agreement (less than 3% difference).
It should be noted that a Maxwellian slip model was not utilized in DPLR for the cases
presented here.
The evolution of the flowfield in the wake of the roughness is shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
The spanwise extent of the roughness ranges from z = −0.03m to z = 0.03m and makes
an angle of approximately 45 degrees with the oncoming flow, such that the leading
edge is located at z = −0.03m. The DPLR solution [Fig. 7 (left)] exhibits a pronounced
wake structure near the wall. A dominant vortex structure in the wake is evident by
the persistent lifting of low-speed fluid near the wall at z = 0.02m and the high-speed
fluid penetrating the low-speed flow near the wall at z = −0.02m. The hybrid solution
[Fig. 7 (right)] shows much weaker wake structures.
A bow shock forms off of the leading edge of the roughness and interacts with the
approaching boundary-layer flow. An expansion region forms immediately over the backside of the roughness to adjust the post-shock flow to the flat wall in the wake, where
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Figure 7. Streamwise velocity contours taken from a y − z slice located x = 15k (top) and
x = 5k (bottom) downstream of the roughness trailing edge. Left: DPLR solution, right: hybrid
solution.

Figure 8. Contours showing the extent of translational-vibrational thermal nonequilibrium
(Ttr − Tvib ) taken from a y − z slice located x = 15k (top) and x = 5k (bottom) downstream of
the roughness trailing edge. Left: DPLR solution, right: hybrid solution.

Figure 9. Isosurfaces of Q highlighting vortex structures/regions of vorticity in the wake of
the roughness. Isosurfaces are shaded by ωx depicting clockwise (white) and counter-clockwise
(black) sense of vorticity. Comparison shows DPLR hot-flow (left) and hybrid hot-flow (right)
solutions of the rounded-edge, asymmetric roughness geometry.

the expanded flow further interacts with the vortex structures in the wake. The DPLR
solution [Fig. 8 (left)] exhibits the strongest thermal nonequilibrium, with the highest
nonequilibrium approaching 15% of the translational temperature in the expansion re-
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Figure 10. Contours of total wall heating normalized by smooth-wall value comparing hot-flow
DPLR (left) and hot-flow hybrid (right) solutions of the rounded-edge, asymmetric roughness
geometry.

gion. Closer to the wall, the hybrid solution is remarkably different. DPLR predicts
relatively strong thermal nonequilibrium near the wall which appears to persist at least
15 roughness heights downstream, and the hybrid solution doesn’t [Fig. 8 (right)]. This
absence may be masked by the inherent statistical noise in the DSMC data, and so a
definitive conclusion can not be made at this time.
Figure 9 shows a top-down view of the roughness with isosurfaces depicting the vortex structures via the Q -criterion. The DPLR solution shows well-defined vortices. The
horseshoe-vortex pair forms around the roughness but decays quite rapidly compared
with the single counter-rotating vortex, which dominates the downstream flow. The
hybrid solution does not show a coherent vortex structure because it was difficult to
calculate the spatial derivatives.
A comparison of the total wall heating is shown in Fig. 10. The contours shown represent the bump factor, which is the total wall heating value normalized by the respective
smooth-wall heating value. The maximum heating to the roughness element in DPLR is
five times the smooth-wall value, whereas the maximum heating to the roughness in the
hybrid solution is three times the smooth-wall value. It is also observed that a streak of
high heating persists downstream of the leading edge of the roughness, but this streak
relative to the smooth-wall heating is considerably stronger in the DPLR solution.

4. Stability results
The analysis is first carried out in one initial (y-z)-crosscut plane in the wake of the
roughness element. Identified eigenmodes of interest then are tracked either in terms of
varying frequency in the same crossplane (see Sec. 4.2) or along successive crossplanes in
streamwise direction (see Sec. 4.1) for a fixed frequency, or streamwise wavenumber.
Spatial amplification rates αi,S for the spatial approach (index S) are obtained from the
temporal stability approach (index t) yielding frequency ωr,t and temporal amplification
rate ωi,t for a given streamwise spatial wavenumber αr,t by applying:
ωr,S = ωr,t , αr,S = αr,t , Φ̂S (y, z) = Φ̂t (y, z) , αi,S = −

ωi,t
∂ωr,t
, cgr,t =
cgr,t
∂αr,t

(4.1)

according to, e.g., Bonfigli & Kloker (2007). Figure 16 (a) shows the performance of this
approximation to be excellent. This legitimates the further use of Gaster’s relation for
the following investigations.
4.1. Analysis along streamwise direction
Two different instability modes were identified for each roughness setup under cold-flow
conditions. Representative u-velocity eigenfunctions and phase distributions are shown
in Figs. 11–13.
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Figure 11. Eigenfunctions and phase distributions of u-velocity for oblique sharp-edge roughness configuration under cold-flow conditions at x = 18.0. Top: even mode, bottom: odd mode.
Contours show the modulus of normalized u-perturbation amplitude u′ = |û| and the phase
φ = φ (û) = arctan ûûri . Thin solid lines are isolines of base-flow u beginning with u = 0.1 near
the wall and ending with u = 0.95. Thick solid lines mark the sonic lines.
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Figure 12. Eigenfunctions and phase distributions of u-velocity for symmetric sharp-edge
roughness configuration under cold-flow conditions at x = 18.0. Top: even mode, bottom: odd
mode. For further caption see Fig. 11.
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Figure 13. Eigenfunction and phase distribution of u-velocity for second odd mode for symmetric sharp-edge roughness configuration under cold-flow conditions at x = 38.0. For further
caption see Fig. 11.

The eigenfunctions obtained for the symmetric roughness (Fig. 12) are similar to those
observed in Groskopf et al. (2008) for their case IIb with halved width of the element.
Further downstream an additional odd instability mode (with phase jumps by π for
neighboring amplitude maxima) is found for the symmetric configuration (see Fig. 13).
This one was not observed in Groskopf et al. (2008) because this mode becomes unstable
only far beyond the downstream range investigated in that work.
Owing to a missing symmetry the mode-type classification, even or odd, is not straight-
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Figure 14. Eigenfunctions and phase distributions of u-velocity for oblique rounded-edge roughness configuration under hot-flow conditions at x = xrough + 50k. Top: mode 1, bottom: mode 2.
For further caption see Fig. 11, except for thick solid lines here enclosing the region of T > 1.7.
Note the different axis scaling in comparison with Figs. 11 – 13.
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forward in the case of the oblique roughness (Fig. 11). Tracking the eigenmodes in
streamwise direction reveals continuously changing eigenfunction shapes and phase distributions. Note that in all cases the maxima of the eigenfunctions are located above the
sonic line in regions of high velocity gradients indicated by narrow u-isolines.
The eigenfunctions in Fig. 14 belong to the two most unstable eigenmodes found in
a crossplane, fifty roughness heights k downstream of the oblique, rounded-edge element under hot-flow conditions. The significantly differing shape of the eigenfunctions
in comparison to the cold-flow case is a consequence of the strongly different base flow
(see Fig. 5). The difference in roughness shape – sharp or rounded edges – plays only
a minor role, i.e., in the case of a rounded-edge roughness under cold-flow conditions,
eigenfunctions similar to those of the sharp-edge roughness configuration can be found
(not shown). It is particularly noticeable that in the hot-flow case the eigenfunctions
(Fig. 14) are limited to only the left one of the vortices indicated by the u-velocity isolines. Unstable eigenmodes involving the right vortex have not been found. High velocity
gradients in wall-normal as well as spanwise direction suggest a (high-frequency) instability that, however, is suppressed by the temperature distribution. For the right vortex
the region of high velocity gradients near the boundary-layer edge, where an eigenmode
maximum might be expected, coincides with a spot of high temperature (see Fig. 14)
caused by the dissipation connected to these gradients. We note that, despite the local
temperature maximum, |ρ∇u| has also a maximum at this point. Investigations with
enforced constant temperature Te over the crossplane, and all other variables untouched,
show typical instability modes (not shown) at the right vortex with growth rates larger
than those of the left-vortex modes in the original flowfield. The independence of the
vortices in terms of instability modes has been verified by analyzing the left vortex exclusively by excluding the right vortex from the analyzed domain. The B-LST solution
yields identical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
A partial stability diagram is computed, αi = f (x, ωr ), and frequency isolines are
extracted to obtain the streamwise growth-rate development for fixed frequencies.
The
R

comparison of the modes’ growth-rate development and N factors N = − αi dx is
shown in Fig. 15. For clarity only the integrally most amplified frequency of each mode
is plotted. For cold-flow conditions the roughness’ center is located at x = 15.0 and the
element ends at about x = 15.6. The starting of the curves farther downstream is due
either to damping of the mode upstream, e.g., the second odd mode of the symmetric
configuration, or to the simple fact that the eigenmodes are not found upstream. In the
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Figure 15. (a) Spatial growth rates αi over x and (b) N -factor curves for the integrally most
amplified frequency of each mode: Thick solid line refers to the even mode of the symmetric configuration under cold-flow conditions for the frequency ωr = 3.00, long-dash line to
odd/symmetric/cold for ωr = 4.00, dash-dot line to even/oblique/cold for ωr = 3.25, dash-dot–
dot line to odd/oblique/cold for ωr = 4.25, and dashed line to second odd/symmetric/cold for
ωr = 2.00. The dotted line in (b) refers to the locally most amplified mode [mode 2, Fig. 14 (bottom)] for the oblique configuration under hot-flow conditions: the filled circle indicates the
x-position of the analyzed crossplane and the slope represents the local growth rate. The thin
solid line marks N = 5.

near wake the flow structures undergo massive changes, and eigenmodes bound to these
structures appear abruptly. Most of the instabilities shown here appear at the end of the
near wake and survive the slower flow-structure changes in the far wake.
For the oblique configuration the odd mode with ωr = 4.25 is strongly amplified in the
near wake, whereas downstream the situation changes and the even mode with ωr = 3.25
takes over [Fig. 15 (a)] likely to persist farther downstream. The far-field dominance
in growth rate of the even modes is true for both roughness configurations, oblique
as well as symmetric. Nonetheless, at the end of the investigated streamwise domain
at x = 38.0, 115 δu downstream of the roughness, the oblique odd mode exhibits the
highest integral growth with N ≈ 5.25 [Fig. 15 (b)] closely followed by the symmetric
even mode (N ≈ 5.2, ωr = 3.00). This mode’s nearly linear N -factor curve is based on
the rather persistent growth rate mentioned above, which at x = 38.0 is larger than that
of the oblique odd mode. Therefore it is supposed to also overtake integral growth farther
downstream. In wind-tunnel experiments under noisy conditions, an N factor of 5 has
been found sufficient for transition to turbulent flow. But our own, earlier DNS work on
disturbance growth caused by Görtler or crossflow vortices has shown that odd modes
undergo higher receptivity and thus may be more important for laminar breakdown. The
second odd mode found in the symmetric case is not amplified in the near wake but
shows increasing growth rates up to the end of the streamwise domain.
The dotted straight line in Fig. 15 (b) refers to one calculation done so far for the
oblique, rounded-edge roughness configuration under hot-flow conditions at a streamwise position 50 roughness heights k downstream of the element, which corresponds to
x = 20.0 for the cold-flow conditions. The isolated most unstable eigenmode exhibits a
rather different eigenfunction [mode 2, Fig. 14 (bottom)] compared with that of the coldflow conditions. Despite the higher Mach number and the cooled wall, both of which
are known to act as stabilizing influences on flat-plate first-mode instabilities in this
Mach number regime, the growth rate is of the same order of magnitude as those of the
cold-flow instabilities.
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Figure 16. Comparison of spatial growth rate αi over frequency ωr obtained by either the
spatial EVP solution (symbols) or Gaster’s relation (lines) for oblique and symmetric roughness
configuration. (a) Cold-flow conditions, x = 18.0. Solid line and squares refer to the even mode of
the symmetric roughness setup, dashed line and diamonds to odd/symmetric. Dash-dot line and
deltas to even/oblique, dash-dot-dot line and gradients to odd/oblique. (b) Hot-flow conditions,
x − xrough = 50k. Solid line refers to mode 2, dashed line to mode 1.

flow
roughness
condition setup

cold
cold
cold
cold
cold
hot
hot

x position

sharp oblique
18.0
sharp oblique
18.0
sharp symmetric
18.0
sharp symmetric
18.0
sharp symmetric
38.0
rounded oblique xrough + 50k
rounded oblique xrough + 50k

eigenmode eigenfunction
type
shown in

even
odd
even
odd
second odd
mode 1
mode 2

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

11
11
12
12
13
14
14

(top)
(bottom)
(top)
(bottom)
(top)
(bottom)

frequency growth
ωr
rate
αi
4.14
3.75
2.41
3.24
1.90
4.11
2.78

-0.32
-0.42
-0.30
-0.31
-0.13
-0.19
-0.21

Table 4. Maximum growth rates αi and corresponding frequencies ωr for the unstable
eigenmodes isolated at the given downstream position.

4.2. Frequency dependence
Figure 16 (a) shows that the oblique odd mode exhibits a more than 30 % higher maximum growth rate than the oblique even mode and both symmetric modes. The latter
three show similar maximum values at different frequencies (see Table 4). Note that the
frequencies of maximum amplification at x = 18.0 do not necessarily correlate with the
frequencies of maximum integral growth discussed in Sec. 4.1. For the oblique roughness
the amplified frequency range is wider and shifted to higher frequencies. The symmetric
configuration has a characteristic similar to that of case IIb in Groskopf et al. (2008)
despite the doubled width of the roughness element. Furthermore, Fig. 16 (a) shows an
excellent agreement between growth rates obtained by solving the spatial approach of
the stability eigenvalue problem and using the temporal approach with Gaster’s relation
(see Sec. 2.2), respectively.
A similar comparison of the two most amplified eigenmodes for the hot-flow conditions
at a position fifty roughness heights k downstream of the roughness element is shown in
Fig. 16 (b). This figure reveals that while mode 2 attains the overall largest growth rate,
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mode 1 exhibits amplification over a far broader frequency spectrum. This may indicate
that in the laminar-turbulent transition process, mode 1 may be the more dangerous.

5. Conclusions
The near field of the roughness sets the stage for the downstream behavior and thus requires a careful investigation of numerical resolution of the base flow. The vortex patterns
right behind the element form the dominant flow structures (velocity and temperature
streaks) and, thus, the basis for the stability properties of the flow far downstream. Chemical and thermal nonequilibrium as well as an radiation-adiabatic wall influence the near
field of the roughness resulting in sharp gradients of the flow quantities. Rarefaction
effects lead to a suppressed wake structure and reduced heating at the wall. Stabilityrelevant flow structures cannot always be deduced from flow-quantity visualizations at
the wall.
The investigated roughness elements are found not to cause sudden bypass-transition
(i.e., are not effective), but rather enhance the transition (i.e., lead to incipient transition).
Comparison of the stability behavior of the wake flow downstream of an oblique and a
symmetric roughness at cold conditions has shown that the oblique configuration (i) is
more unstable only in the near wake, (ii) has an odd mode as the integrally most unstable
disturbance, and (iii) leads to a broader band of unstable frequencies, with maxima
shifted to higher frequencies.
In the hot-flow case the temperature field significantly influences the stability behavior:
For the crossflow-vortex-like leading-edge vortex downstream of the oblique element,
instability modes with growth rates almost as large as in the cold case are found, despite
strong wall cooling. The instability of the trailing-edge vortex, however, is completely
suppressed by a high-temperature spot that coincides with the region of large velocity
gradients as a result of dissipation.
Future work must involve an in-depth comparison of the base-flow results from the
different codes for identical cases. Further investigation on the differences between hotand cold-flow results is necessary. In addition, the influence of rarefaction effects has to
be clarified. The implementation of a vibrational relaxation model (a multi-temperature
model) into the stability solver to allow for consideration of a further aspect of thermal
nonequilibrium may be useful.
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